Morning Side Crag & Spider Brook

The approach/creek drainage to these venues was damaged during the 2013 floods. To pick the best path to reach
Morning Side Crag required a few minutes longer. To improve access Andy Genereux rebuilt the trail during the hot
summer of 2017. The new trail is well marked by small rock cairn’s, and starts up the right side of the drainage then
crosses over to the left side after roughly 100m, from this point the trail generally hugs the left fringe of the creek
drainage to reach the new Spider Brook Sector in the small box canyon at the top of the drainage. The trail dramatically
improved over that first summer but still needs a few improvements over a couple short sections in the upper creek bed.

Spider Brook

Is the shaded box canyon that lies a bit beyond where the trail heads right up to the Morning Side Crag from the creek
drainage. This little venue named after a very large spider and his web that were hanging out just left of what Genereux
thought was the first climb to be established in this newest or maybe oldest sector, of the Moose Mountain Crags?
During the early fall of 2016 four routes were established. The first out of the gate was on lead via rope soloing up the
obvious polished water chute, called Itsy Bitsy Spider ** S-5.10b, 17m. According to Allan Derbyshire this climb was
climbed on marginal trad gear (graded 5.8, “old school” with a possible ground fall) back in the late seventies. There was
a lone badly drilled self drive bolt with a homemade hanger at the belay (still in place). Genereux thought this ugly bolt
was a residual anchor from passing ice climbers. Allan also mentioned that the wide moss covered chimney/crack on the
left side of the bay was also climbed on gear to reach a two piton anchor at roughly 30m below a small roof. Details on
this line are few but this wide crack line for now is called Trad Special and is included on the topo for a more complete
picture of the available climbing. If this wide gapping crack/chimney appeals then bring a well stocked trad-rack. The
remaining three climbs established in 2016 all went in top down with extensive cleaning then rope soloed by Genereux.
Left of Itsy Bitsy Spider, left of the arête find the climb Tangled Web ** S-5.11a, 23m. Immediately right of the water chute
is Spider Might * S-5.10a, 18m. The first clip on this route should be stick clipped by the more novice climber as the crux
is climbing up to, then past the first bolt with easier fun climbing in the 5.9-5.8 range above this tricky first clip. The next
route immediately right is called Spider Man Does ** S-5.8, 18m.
The next summer Andy Genereux was back building at Spider Brook, for his first day of effort he established two routes
left of the water polished groove, Sports Plan ** S-5.11b, 27m and Spider in a Tub ** S-5.11d, 20m during a July heat
wave. Spider in a Tub starts up on the route Itsy Bitsy Spider for a move or two then works left to reach the first bolt,
followed by continuous technical gleaming face climbing to reach a bulging overlap here the devious left-hand bolt
line ratchets up the grade, fortunately the optional right-hand bolt line established for E is for Escape allows mid grade
climbers an easier 3 bolt finish to overcome the polished crux section at more consistent 5.10+ outing, your choice enjoy.
Genereux also added two new moderates to the right side of this venue in 2017. The resulting Marmot Explosion ***
graded S-5.8 is a very fun all-be-it too-short of an outing at these moderate grades. The next route CMC Plodder **
S-5.10a has a tricky crux through a steep section at two thirds height with pleasant easier climbing above and below
this short crux section. All the routes at Spider Brook are located in a shady mostly north facing recessed pocket that for
much of the year sees virtually no direct sunlight. This makes a good venue to avoid the heat of mid summer and a nice
mostly moderate place to hang out if one is waiting for the nearby east facing Morning Side Crag to come into shade on
blistering hot summer mornings.

Morning Side Crag

This east facing venue has witnessed some of the most significant new route activity of the older Moose Mountain
venues over the past few years. Seven new routes on the upper wall and five additional new routes on the previously
undeveloped lower wall. All but one of these routes were established in 2017. Mostly from Andy Genereux filling in the
alphabet so to speak over some of the better rock available on the upper cliff line at this venue. With a fine grouping
of moderate warm up pitches located on the newly developed lower wall, located just as the access trail heads up to
the upper cliff line. These new routes significantly improve and round out the scope and variety on this already fun cliff.
Big News in 2020, was that two former trad protected routes on the upper wall of Morning Side Crag called Traditional
Moose *** S-5.10d/11a and Sunshine Crack ** S-5.10c were retro bolted and turned into fully bolted sport routes by
the first asscentionist. Andy Genereux felt after so many years nobody was bringing a rack in to climb these classic crack
climbs (over 25 years old), both were becoming significantly blocked by vegetation in the cracks. Also during this retro
fitting process several of the routes on the right side of the upper wall had new ring bolt anchors installed to improve
on the former rusty chain anchors. In the fall adding a new route to the upper wall right of the route Tiptoe Through The
Two-Lips called Banana Peel ** S-5.11d/12a a very technical face challenge with two mind bending crux sections.
The most difficult new advancement at the cliff is route called Morning Mojo *** S-5.13a. First bolted by Ross Suchy
back around 2012 and more or less forgotten about. With some prodding in the 2016 Update to the area Ross finally

red-pointed his old project back in 2017. This steep route is found 3m right of the route Dividing Pine ** S-5.12a above a
small stepped pedestal block found at the base of the wall. Roughly 4m left of I’m Gonna Be Strong ** S-5.12a/b which
climbs off the right end of this same blocky ledge. The upper wall just right of this climb is defined by prominent black
streaks through the bulging yellow rock.
In June of 2017 Andy Genereux added the first two of his five new climbs to expand the scope on the upper wall at
Morning Side Crag. On the left side of the cliff he started off with Red Shirt Bullseye ** S-5.10d/11a, which is a very fun
35m pitch. A week later adding the shorter Fun Run ** S-5.10b/c which provides a devious and technically demanding
22m pitch to a good belay ledge located at just over half height on the cliff next to a massive pinched block (kind of scary
to look at but interesting). Both routes climb on some of the better rock on the upper wall and provide for some excellent
face climbing options at these grades. These climbs are found about 5m right of the older existing route called Delicious
Dessert detailed in Sport Climbs of The Canadian Rockies by John Martin & Jon Jones.
The blistering July heat never let up in 2017, despite this setback Genereux was back working away at filling in routes
on either side of the popular route Special Blend *** S-5.10d/11a. Adding two more fine 5.11 additions to the crag.
Employing a battery operated leaf blower for the first time dramatically speeding up the cleaning times required on these
longer pitches and at the Moose Mountain Crags in general. Both routes are named after Revelstoke climber and friend
Dean Flick who sadly passed earlier in that same summer. To the right of Special Blend is the route Dean Bean Climbing
Machine ** S-5.11b/c that hosts multiple crux sections keeping the excitement going right to the finishing anchor. The
second route on the left of Special Blend is called the Dean Flick Memorial Route ** S-5.11a/b, which offers up steady
upper 5.10 climbing with a couple short sections a bit harder for an engaging result.
The final addition to the upper wall the summer of 2017 was at the end of July by Genereux. Located immediately right
of Sunrise Crack. This mostly juggy route leans a little rightward while overcoming bulging terrain, called House of The
Rising Sun ** S-5.10d. The devious crux section comes at two thirds height and can be challenging to figure out while
holding back the pump working through the slightly overhanging terrain, enjoy!

Morning Side Crag / Lower Wall Sector

In the unbearable heat wave of 2017 summer Genereux started to work on the afternoon shaded exposure found along
the undeveloped lower wall on the Morning Side Crag. On this small sub-cliff he added 5 new routes over two days
of sweaty toil. All are in the 5.10 range for grade and this compact little sector makes for an excellent warm-up venue
before heading up hill to the generally harder climbing found on the upper wall.
First out from this grouping was the climb Trail Blazer *** S-5.10a, 20m, 8 clips, followed closely by Sun Seeker **
S-5.10b, 18m, 7 clips. The second day of effort saw Andy establish the obvious Gateway to Fun** S-10a/b, 17m, 7 clips
which climbs the rounded arête at the left hand edge of the lower wall. The second route built that same day was Bolts
& Sunshine Be Happy Allan * S-5.10b/c, 17m, 7 clips. This is sort of tribute route housing a harder bottom section to
easier but more shattered rock on the upper section. This climb required a massive cleaning effort and you will be happy
to know the bolts are in good rock. Probably a Moose Mountain first that saw Genereux completely build and climb
three new pitches in a single day. His second day of effort uncovered what might be one of the better of these climbs
developed on this lower wall. Maybe because it involved the least cleaning but more likely the variety of movement on
offer makes it a bit more interesting. The resulting The CMC Rocks *** S-5.10a, 19m, 8 clips adds a fine bit of fun.

Gateway to Fun ** S-5.10a/b, 17m, 7 clips
Andy Genereux, August 2017
This climb is found directly above the access trail as it starts up the hill to the Upper wall of Morning Side Crag. It was
intended to be the first route developed on the lower wall but the coolness of the early morning shade that day changed
the plan. Andy returning a week later to complete this fun outing. Things start steeply then the line hugs the right side of
the rounded arête to finish.

Bolts & Sunshine Be Happy Allan * S-5.10b/c, 17m, 7 clips
Andy Genereux, August 2017
Proves to have steady climbing overcoming the first three bolts then things becomes somewhat easier to finish. This
route had the worst rock quality and required the most cleaning out of the five routes on the lower wall but still ended up
being a worthwhile climb.

Sun Seeker ** S-5.10b, 18m, 7 clips
Andy Genereux, August 2017
The middle of the five routes on the lower wall, it starts off steeply and offers up a steady 5.9 low 5.10 romp to a hanging
anchor. Take care the crux section comes overcoming the poorest rock quality on the climb.

Trail Blazer *** S-5.10a, 20m, 8 clips
Andy Genereux, August 2017
A very nice find amongst the shattered medium found at the Moose Mt. Crags. This was the first route on the lower wall
and one of the best. It hosts steady 5.9 and low 5.10 face climbing to reach the ring-bolt anchor above a good ledge.

The CMC Rocks *** S-5.10a/b, 19m, 8 clips
Andy Genereux, August 2017
Starts up the face just left of an intermittent crack. There is a devious crux sequence just by the third bolt. Finally one has
to bear hug the arête at he top of the pitch, finishing at a ring bolt belay.

